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Abstract—In the second decade of the XXI century the role of tourism destination attractiveness is becoming increasingly important for destination management. Competition in tourism market moves from ordinary service quality to provision of unforgettable emotional experience for tourists. The main purpose of the present study is to identify the perception of the tourism destinations based on the number of factors related to its tourist attractiveness.

The content analysis method was used to analyze the on-line tourist feedback data immensely available in Social Media and in travel related sites. The collected data made it possible to procure the information which is necessary to understand the perceived attractiveness of the destinations and key destination appeal factors that are important for Russian leisure travelers.

Results of the present study demonstrate key attractiveness factors or destination ‘properties’ that were unveiled as the most important for Russian leisure tourists. The study targeted five main Spanish tourism destinations that initially were determined by in-depth interview with a number of Russian nationals who had visited Spain at least once.

The research results can be useful for Spanish Tourism Organization Representation office in Russia as well as for the other national tourism organizations in order to promote their respective destinations for Russian travelers focusing on main attractiveness factors identified in this study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Some countries in Europe, like Spain, Italy and Greece still are facing the consequences of economic recession that hit in EU and globally five years ago. Even though the recession seems to be almost over, some EU countries yet witness its aftermath. The outcome of the recession led Spain, Italy and Greece to draw their growing attention and put more emphasis to develop the existing destinations as well as to develop and promote new tourist areas in their respective countries [1]. Tourism, currently being one of the most tangible segments of the service economy encourages the development of the local national economy as a whole, and in particular, it feeds the country’s budget replenishment and certainly helps greatly to create new labor opportunities for the local residents. It is known that currently nearly 18 million local residents. It is known that currently nearly 18 million EU residents are employed in hospitality industry in tourism in Europe. However, competition in this market is also known as being quite intensive even severe in some parts of Europe especially in its southern part.

Until the 1980s tourism had had no particular importance for the national budgets, respectively, the countries there had had no motivation to invest in the development of domestic tourism destinations to make them appealing for foreign tourists. As a result, at that time it was not possible to witness the improvements in country attractiveness and its competing ability leverage whereas tourists usually generate such benefits. However, in the beginning of the XXI century the situation changed radically and tourism currently is one of the fastest growing markets worldwide. According to World Tourism Organization forecast in 2030 the tourism market will double its capacity compared to 2010 and will amount 1.9 billion people as industry customers. Revenues of businesses in tourism will reach 2 trillion dollars [2].

Thus, the tourism destinations attractiveness factors play the important role in the tourists’ decision-making process. Tourism destinations attractiveness evaluation has captured a lot of attention from scholars recently. The research questions, for instance, how tourism destinations compete for their clients and how destinations can increase the number of tourists’ and how much previous experiences of visiting a tourism destination influence the tourists’ loyalty are very important for a decision-making in terms of tourism policy planning and execution for the specific destination. Tourism development destination management needs to identify key areas for major investments and do this in a position of resources lack. In order to get return on investments in destination the tourists’ demands and requirements have to be determined and fully understood.

Competition between territories for their clients is based not only on the independent development of tourism products’ components (for example, environment, resources, transport, infrastructure, hospitality and etc.), but also on the consideration of a tourism destination as an integrated indicator of interrelated variables in terms of a single client [3], [4]. As a result, tourism destinations faced the problem of managing and organizing their resources to provide consumers with unforgettable emotions and experiences that should outperform alternative possible ways of spending time for holiday [5]-[9].

Over the past 40 years the global market of tourism destinations has changed dramatically with emerge of new highly competitive players. Nevertheless some European destinations still remain quite appealing for both EU and non-EU tourists. Spain is a prominent representative of such kind of countries. It is especially attractive for Russian tourists.
Hence, we made main Spanish tourism destinations the research object for the present study. These destinations were identified by in-depth interview conducted in December 2013 with the tourists who have travel experience to Spanish destinations. In this paper the particular community, not the whole region or ‘comunidad autónoma’, in Spain was identified as a separate tourist destination.

The paper contains five main parts. Firstly, theoretical background dedicated to tourism destinations attractiveness and competitiveness was revealed and analyzed. Based on the basics of attractiveness and competitiveness of destination the assessment criteria or factor list that is specific for the Spanish destinations was developed. Secondly, research methodology was defined and it was based on the research target and objectives. There also the factor list for destination evaluation was also determined for the research measurements. Thirdly, we ran a series of in-depth interviews with randomly selected Russian national who possess the experience of traveling to Spain at least once in their lives. This assisted us to determine the most popular tourism destinations for Russians in Spain. Then, the empirical results of the study were presented and explained. And the last part contains some concluding remarks, managerial applications, limitations of research and there also we streamline the future avenues of the study.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Role of destination management and coordination of all involved parties operations has risen due to the increasing role of tourism destinations, as well as due to its complexity. Many countries have established destination management organizations (DMO) to enable them to coordinate the activities of many institutions responsible for the tourist destination operations and activities. The key known DMO competence is to monitor the hospitality services and measure if they stay at least on the level of minimum consumer or tourist satisfaction [10]. DMOs are aimed to ensure that tourists receive some positive feelings and attitudes about the managed destination. It influences the tourists loyalty and their WOM readiness e.g. inclination to recommend this destination to relatives, friends and colleagues [11]. Buhalis yet noted that the DMOs play an important role in the strategic objectives sets for the destinations development planning [3].

However, in this scenario of destinations development DMO should also consider the local population and related sustainability issues as an integral part of the tourism destination environment. Quality and quantity of tourism destination services largely depend on locals’ willingness, capabilities and readiness to develop the destination. The role of the destination is precisely important in the social, economic welfare and wellbeing improvements of the local population [10].

Thus, it should be noted that there are many definitions of the term “tourism destination” found in the papers. Most of the researchers agree that complexity or ‘system-a-like’ is a key category which can best describe tourism destination, so the development of the destination can be possible only if all components of the local system e.g. governmental officials, entrepreneurs, hospitality and tourism enterprises, local communities will alliance and work in unison on the behalf of their territory.

In this academic area, the concept of tourism destination attractiveness is often confused with the term tourism destination competitiveness. Cracolici and Nijkamp do not see the fundamental differences between them. Tourism destination competitiveness is the position of a tourism destination and tourism enterprises in the domestic and foreign markets that is supported by recreational potential, economic, social, political and other factors [12]. The fundamental difference between these concepts applies to persons who can identify these characteristics. The characteristics of competitiveness can be assessed only by experts in this field, because they have special number of competencies to do so. Tourists cannot assess the competitive edge of destinations ‘a priori’ as well as they do not keep in mind it when decide where to travel next time. In contrast, personal attitudes, mind sets even stereotypes use to prevail in destination attractiveness evaluation by consumers. In other words, the destination can be considered as highly competitive according to experts, but due to the fact that consumers prefer another destination for some reason they will not come to the area highly graded by the tourism experts.

It was mentioned hereinaabove that attractiveness and competitiveness can be interrelated and converged. Attractiveness of a tourist destination is largely determined by its ability to compete in the tourism market. Cracolici, Nijkamp developed the scheme, which includes constructs associated with both competitiveness and attractiveness [1]. The basic idea is that firstly researchers receive an aggregate result for the tourism destination attractiveness. Then it can be used to calculate the indicator of destination capability to compete. Since the destination is perceived as a service product that can provide the consumer with an unforgettable holiday experience which can last for the lifetime, each individual experience received from the destination could then be snowballed to common travelers’ attitude with respect to it.

There is an increasing number of papers that aim at destination peculiarities assessment. Some of them refer to attractiveness, another go to competitiveness. There is no unique, universal and uniform list of indicators that should be assessed to get right conclusion about the consumer behavior. It should be noted yet that this set of peculiarities varies not only from researcher to researcher, but also from specific tourist destination to destination.

Table I contains brief overview of attractiveness peculiarities or destination appeal factors proposed by different researchers [13]-[16]. As it is demonstrated in the table, the research related to destinations attractiveness factors commenced in 1970s and this research area is still relevant currently.
All of these studies have much in common. Generally, such destination attractiveness factors as the culture, nature, value for money, events, special activities, national food and some others are concerned in many papers. Having analyzed all of the above findings by preceding scholars we elaborated our vision of destination attractiveness factor set and it will be described furthermore herein below.

Another finding we have revealed from the studied papers led to a conclusion that most of the previous research projects were aimed to describe particular tourist destination in unstructured way. Recent studies commonly involve tourists’ opinions either to measure an image of destination or to design an attribute list or destination attractiveness factor set. Tourism destination image cannot be detached from the tourists’ overall perceptions of a destination may be either favorable or unfavorable as consumers are naturally different tourists' opinions because they are the prime destination’s consumers as they bring money into the region's economy. While the structured destination image may be positive, tourists’ overall perceptions of a destination may be either favorable or unfavorable as consumers are naturally different as normally humans are.

Pike noted that there exists a need for destination to develop its positive image and do it from the tourist’s point of view. He examined 142 papers related to destination image time spanned from 1973 till 2000 and argued that the majority of these papers (114 out of 142) applied to structured techniques to describe destination image construct of its image and do not consider consumer opinions and feedback at any research stage [17].

III. TOURISM DESTINATION ATTRACTIVENESS FACTORS

There are numerous currently known techniques that evaluate consumer’s behavior. The data collection can be done through direct communication with customers as well as by the utilization of indirect communication and technological means. It is possible to witness a growing amount of research that uses content analysis method in the hospitality industry.

Content analysis method is the most unbiased and will help to achieve the goal of this research. This method was also chosen to serve as a main research tool due to the fact that according to Whitty, people are less likely to lie in the Internet environment, because their personal information hidden under nicknames or IP digits making no sense in any identification attempts [20]. Conversely, people tend to give "socially acceptable" answers in their everyday life filling in the questionnaire forms or by responding to questions posed face to face with an interviewer [20]. Unlike other products and services tourists have no motivation to deprave their attitude about destination in their on-line reviews.

Content analysis is a synthesis of quantitative and qualitative methods. It allows researcher to convert qualitative data into quantitative through text data evaluation. Typically, this method is used to analyze various documents to identify specific factors and characteristics that reflect the trend of development or a particular phenomenon [21]. A special place should be given to the selection sources of information that will be used in the study. Also the respondents’ base needs to be verified in order to exclude people who do not meet research objectives criteria [22]. According to purpose of this research the list of factors related to destination attractiveness was developed in order to meet the objectives of the study.

1) **Safety and security** – criminal situation, performance of local medical treatment and police institutions including the work quality evaluation of other local emergency and security organizations;

2) **Well-developed infrastructure** – development and quality of roads and pavements, underground transport, water transport, air transport (in general in this indicator refers to the availability, accessibility, transit speeds and comfort of transport means) system;

3) **Information availability about tourism destination** –

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attractiveness of tourism destinations</th>
<th>Competitiveness of tourism destinations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural beauty and climate</td>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture and society</td>
<td>Cost/Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport, leisure and education</td>
<td>Accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping</td>
<td>Local culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region infrastructure</td>
<td>Physiography &amp; Climate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price level</td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism characteristics</td>
<td>Environment management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination accessibility</td>
<td>The quality of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety/Security</td>
<td>Hospitality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place attachment</td>
<td>Superstructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A mix of activities</td>
<td>Special events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural resources</td>
<td>Cultural resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Holjevac, Markovic, Raspor, Hidayat, Morosan, Jeong and some other scholars are notable researchers in this narrow niche of research [18], [19].
how easy tourist can get information about destination (books, magazines, guides, information desk, Internet, apps, expo);
4) Prices – how much prices in this tourist destination are higher or lower than average or elsewhere, in other tourist destinations;
5) Natural resources – the presence of water basins, parks, as well as their availability;
6) Cultural heritage – museums, monuments and other attraction objects that represent cultural value to destination;
7) Entertainment and leisure - presence in the destination restaurants and bars of different categories, concerts, festivals, sporting events, etc.;
8) Quality of hospitality services – how tourists assess the overall quality of hospitality industry service products delivered by local hotels, restaurant service, tourist information offices and by the others;
9) Friendliness of locals – language barrier level, how easily the locals go to the contact, how they react to tourists, how friendly they are towards alien tourists.

Based on all of the above the collected data will help to test one basic and four working hypotheses and provide information to understand the perceived attractiveness of the destinations and their key attractiveness factors appropriate for Russian travelers.

**Hypothesis 1: Tourists evaluate the characteristics associated with the tourist destination attractiveness in a different way depending on the particular destination.**

The mentioned frequency of the tourism destination attractiveness factors will vary from destination to destination. In other words, tourists will focus their attention on certain well-known characteristics of destination (such as natural resources and cultural heritage) where they go.

**Hypothesis 1.1 Russian tourists assess factors associated with the tourism destination attractiveness very carefully and thoroughly.**

This hypothesis arose from the assumption that Russian tourists seek the best possible return on investment into vacation spending. Traveling once a year on average, Russian tourists spend a considerable amount of their annual income for leisure travel. It means that they expect to receive the best service that tourism destination can offer for the money they spent.

**Hypothesis 1.2 Russian tourists mostly prefer to spend their leisure on the beach, whereby the quantity and quality of references about other destinations will be less and more negative respectively.**

Russian tourists prefer more seaside leisure rather than cultural sightseeing. It can be concluded by the fact that Turkey, Egypt and others beach resorts top the outbound tourism flow numbers. Accordingly, it is possible to assume that the reviews regarding the cities that do not have any water basins will get a higher percentage of negative references, as well as the total number of references will be less from the same number of respondents.

**Hypothesis 1.3 Top rank of tourism destination in Spain from the Russian traveler point of view will differ from other destinations in the same country.**

It was mentioned earlier in H1.2 that Russian travelers prefer marine leisure, so that they will choose seaside and islands more likely. Furthermore, Russians do not prefer individual tours in the majority of cases. They commonly use to choose the destination, which is offered by the local tour operator.

**Hypothesis 1.4 Madrid and Barcelona have strong correlations one to another as tourist destinations and have the same factors of attractiveness rankings for Russian tourists.**

Madrid and Barcelona are two main Spanish cities and tourism destinations. They are always compared by Russians one to another. We expected to find strong correlation between these two cities based on destination attractiveness factors. This correlation will be more tangible than correlation between, for instance, Madrid and Valencia or between Barcelona and Valencia and between two more destinations – Mallorca and Tenerife.

**IV. METHODOLOGY**

To conduct the survey we’ve used a target sample consisting of 500 respondents for each destination who already visited them. The sample was chosen based on criteria of review completeness and travel period during the last 3 years. For data collection, we have analyzed the tourists’ comments via the Internet on the Russian travel sites in order to determine the mention’s frequency of attractiveness characteristics. In Russia there are many web-sites and travel blogs where people can share their experience and photos, also they can give some advices to others. The main web-sites which were used in the survey were http://www.tourister.ru/ (tourism social network), http://tonkosti.ru/, http://www.turizm.ru/.

The main advantage of content analysis method is that it is based on word-count of the number of references in the text units. This allows the conversion of the collected qualitative information into quantitative empirical data to carry out pair correlation analysis of factors and also to determine the possible dependence between the variables.

The sample was built based on random approach. The reviews were erratically selected from Russian public Internet travel related resources to analyze mentioned frequency of tourism destination attractiveness factors identified earlier by the means of in-depth interviews.

In order to get 2500 reviews valid for data collection it was necessary to analyze a total of 3164 reviews. Thus, the response rate was 79.01%.

**V. EMPIRICAL RESULTS**

Spain is a beautiful country that combines wonderful natural resources and unique cultural heritage, which varies from region to region. Over the last period, Spain has enjoyed a position of one of the top-ranked tourism destinations.
According to the UNWTO data Spain takes the 4th place with a total number of 57.7 million inbound tourist arrivals and the 55.9 billion dollars tourist spending in the year of 2012 [23]. The Government of Spain has realized that tourism is a significant part of the national economy and vital budget contributor. Both of them suffered the consequences of the 2008 economic recession in EU. The hospitality and tourism sector in Spain was amounted at a share of 5.4% in GDP as of 2013 [24], so it was decided to strive the development of the existing tourist destinations as well as to release and promote new ones. At the same time, the press secretary of the Ministry of Tourism of Spain, Mrs. Isabel Borrego announced that the country's total budget allocated for the development of tourism in 2014 will amount €496 million [25].

The image and its development of Spain in the whole as tourism destination are indeed different challenges from the brand building of its individual regions, because each of them is unique.

There are some methods that can be used to identify the objects of the research. Firstly, researcher can concentrate on the numbers of inbound tourists, which are presented in Table II.

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barcelona</td>
<td>4120.4</td>
<td>4208.2</td>
<td>3992.2</td>
<td>4850.2</td>
<td>5431.5</td>
<td>5439.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madrid</td>
<td>3574.6</td>
<td>3602.7</td>
<td>3534.0</td>
<td>4041.1</td>
<td>4375.0</td>
<td>4111.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palma de</td>
<td>1172.1</td>
<td>1174.0</td>
<td>1126.1</td>
<td>1268.7</td>
<td>1383.7</td>
<td>1365.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallorca</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevilla</td>
<td>953.2</td>
<td>895.3</td>
<td>818.1</td>
<td>965.0</td>
<td>1075.7</td>
<td>1086.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvià</td>
<td>1262.0</td>
<td>1114.2</td>
<td>981.8</td>
<td>996.0</td>
<td>1099.6</td>
<td>1176.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bartolomé de Tirajana</td>
<td>939.4</td>
<td>960.5</td>
<td>872.6</td>
<td>960.4</td>
<td>1064.7</td>
<td>1049.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adeje</td>
<td>944.0</td>
<td>948.1</td>
<td>798.1</td>
<td>858.4</td>
<td>997.6</td>
<td>1035.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benidorm</td>
<td>805.1</td>
<td>792.9</td>
<td>661.9</td>
<td>720.8</td>
<td>749.8</td>
<td>781.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pajara</td>
<td>522.9</td>
<td>539.6</td>
<td>422.9</td>
<td>528.6</td>
<td>724.1</td>
<td>680.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salou</td>
<td>567.7</td>
<td>625.5</td>
<td>475.3</td>
<td>544.9</td>
<td>627.9</td>
<td>646.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These statistics reflect the total quantity of international visitors, regardless of country origin and purpose of the visit. Since we focus on the Russian outbound tourists market, the definition of the top tourism destinations was carried out on the basis of in-depth interviews with Russian tourists travelling to Spanish destinations. The survey was conducted in the travel agency office in Nizhniy Novgorod (Russian Federation) in December 2013.

The main questions set was aimed at a purpose to identify the criteria of consumer behavior when choosing the place for travel. The survey involved 17 people who visited any destination in Spain previously at least once. Following those interviews it was possible to build a destination attractiveness factor set that is as follows:

1) Sea and beach availability;
2) Pricing level;
3) Availability of information about tourism destination;
4) Infrastructure development level;
5) Friends and relatives’ opinions and recommendations;
6) Second time travel due to positive initial experience.

Also respondents were asked to choose a number of destinations in Spain, that they would like to visit or come back next time. All respondents noted that Barcelona and the nearby coast are the most desirable area for a vacation trip.

Thus, this analysis allowed us to determine the choice of tourist destinations for further study: Barcelona, Madrid, Valencia, Mallorca, Tenerife. In this research we will concentrate on top 5 tourism destinations that are attractive for Russian tourists.

For data collection, we analyzed the reviews on the Internet found in specialized travel web-sites to determine the frequency of determined earlier factors of attraction with regard to tourist destination, using the method of content analysis. In this study, 2500 reviews by Russian tourists describing tourist destination were selected and analyzed. It is noteworthy that it was not difficult to retrieve such reviews. There are specialized websites dedicated to particular country, as well as special travel sites where people share their experiences, pictures and emotions. Same is true for the on-line Social Media too.

Pilot survey was conducted in May 2014 and included 25 reviews. It was aimed at the selection of content analysis categories that were subsequently analyzed with a help of the special data processing software. In order to code the data with the software the following updates to the attractiveness attributes were added, as follows:

1) Safety and security – amount of police patrolling and theft, friendly policemen etc.;
2) Well-developed infrastructure - public transport, city navigation and signs, city-airport rapid transit connection, facilities location in close proximity etc.;
3) Tourism destination information availability – reliable and updated information on the web-site, information on transportation and events;
4) Prices – accommodation cost levels, fares, restaurant bills etc.;
5) Natural resources - parks, gardens, temperature, “green city”, mountains, beach recreation availability etc.;
6) Cultural heritage - sightseeing, museums (with free entrance), architecture, art, literature (Cervantes), nearby towns, business district with tall buildings etc.;
7) Entertainment and leisure - bars, restaurants, cafe, flamenco, hop on hop off bus, football, Spanish corrida etc.;
8) Quality of hospitality services - quality of accommodation, F&B, quality of services, delays etc.;
9) Locals - atmosphere, ability to communicate in English, cute and friendly people, souvenirs availability etc.

Unfortunately, due to complexity of tourism destination and purpose of the research it was decided not to use the special software as originally intended as the important details can be missed. Software may provide the results of the analysis that will be only good enough to give a general overview of destination attractiveness. However, it is planned to go back to this issue in future research projects under similar purpose.

The results of the study are presented in the Table III. It contains the information about attractiveness factors and their
word-count and frequency in the total number of on-line reviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors of tourist destination attractiveness</th>
<th>Frequency (% of total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety and security</td>
<td>1,33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure development level</td>
<td>12,06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of information about tourism destination</td>
<td>7,55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing level</td>
<td>13,02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural resources</td>
<td>9,92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural heritage</td>
<td>26,57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment and leisure</td>
<td>18,25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of hospitality services</td>
<td>7,99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendliness of local</td>
<td>3,31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (value)</td>
<td>12277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing empirical data related to tourism destination of Madrid it is feasible to determine the biggest number of references that are mostly related to cultural heritage. Tourists consider a large number of cultural sites and architectural landmarks, as well as some of the best European museums in a positive way especially if they are free for entrance. Tourists have also noted that the city has well-developed entertainment and leisure facilities. They mentioned that life in Madrid comes at nightfall when the temperature becomes acceptable for Russians who got used to more moderate climate. Tourists highly praised the quality of the local community facilities and businesses. Also they marked the friendliness of the local people, officials and especially of the metropolitan police officers. Also Russian demonstrated the great importance to natural resources in Madrid.

The “safety and security” attribute is assessed in a negative way according to the study. Despite the fact that in the overall ranking of this attribute was the 8 out of 9, it was reviewed negatively. Tourists were surprised that regardless of the large number of police cars patrolling the city, there are many crimes being committed in Madrid like theft and illegal trade. Thus, we can conclude that this is characteristic of tourism destination attractiveness that concerns Russian tourists. In other words, if the safety is good enough, consumers will not write anything about it. Otherwise they will spread their word and make it a negative message [26].

Analyzing data from tourists' reviews about Barcelona, it was expected that cultural heritage, the spirits of Gaudi and Salvador Dali would be the most attractive factor and study proved this to be true. At the same time the entertainment activities, e.g. famous fountains, bars and restaurants, an aquarium, zoo and etc. also bear a great importance for Russians. The price reached the third place in the rankings of destination importance factors. Here more than half of the reviews considered this factor in a negative way. Tourists have noted that Barcelona is an expensive city, especially with regard of accommodation rates, prices of goods and services on main city streets, like Rambla, Diagonal or Cataluña Square.

There are less cultural heritage objects in Valencia than in Barcelona or Madrid. In order to appeal for tourists to the destination the local DMO has built a city of Science and Arts. Tourists are attracted to the destination by the availability of stimulating activities and the beautiful beaches. These improvements require building of new well-developed infrastructure that was positively noted by tourists.

The same situation can be observed in Mallorca and Tenerife, where there are not as much cultural heritage as in Barcelona or Madrid. From the Russian travelers’ point of view the most attractive characteristics in the destination are entertainment and leisure, cultural heritage. After that prices, natural resources, well-developed infrastructure and quality of hospitality industry shows approximately equal importance to customers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV</th>
<th>PAIR CORRELATION ANALYSIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Madrid Barcelona Valencia Mallorca Tenerife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madrid</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barcelona</td>
<td>0,7371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valencia</td>
<td>0,5499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallorca</td>
<td>0,3253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenerife</td>
<td>0,1452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pair correlation analysis (Table IV) shows that there is a high correlation between the mentioned frequencies of attractiveness factors in most of these destinations. It means that tourists guided similar factors when writing a review about tourism destination.

In this way, it is possible to formulate a statement that tourists give their consideration to cultural heritage and entertainment activities as factors of top importance. It should be noted that Madrid has smaller number of references especially in comparison with Barcelona and Valencia when it comes to culture and entertainment. Also the factor mentioning frequency is more similar compared to other destinations. This indicates that marketing strategy of Madrid tourist destination development may be less successful compared with others in some cases. Madrid did not create...
their unique selling advantage and only capital image and the Real Madrid football club support its popularity.

All Spanish destinations have much in common; tourists marked the locals’ friendliness and willingness to help the aliens in getting around. However, local population almost does not speak English even those people who are employed in hospitality industry.

VI. CONCLUSION

This research was aimed to determine tourist attractiveness factors set of tourism destination and its testing. It was found in the present study that Barcelona received the biggest number of references in regard to destination attractiveness factors. Tourists assume that Barcelona possesses a lot of cultural heritage of Catalunya and Spain as a whole. The Gaudi influence and contribution to destination attractiveness was largely mentioned in the visitors’ feedback. The main factors of attraction in this destination by their mentioning frequency include cultural heritage, entertainment and prices. Valencia is a second top destination by frequency of the tourist reviews. Although there is a lack of global scale cultural heritage in the city, local government built a city of Science and the Arts, which is considered as the main and only point of attraction by Russians. In addition to this, another attraction in Valencia is well-developed infrastructure. As for the Madrid destination, it is also perceived as mainly cultural heritage. However, as seaside leisure is not possible there tourists redirect their attention to entertainment venues (bars, restaurants, nightlife, football and others). At the same time they pay much attention to the importance of service quality provided by local hospitality business.

Concerning the stated hypotheses, the first hypothesis was partly confirmed. The reviews made by Russian tourists include both positive and negative comments. The percentage of negative references ranges from 7 to 14% depending on the destination. Attraction factor of pricing level varies from position of 3 through 7 depending on the destination as well (See Table III). Many of these references were about relatively high prices, especially in the city center or other tourist spots. In other words, in order to save money tourists spend a lot of time and efforts to look for any suggestions and go to non-tourists areas.

Another hypothesis was partly confirmed. Number of tourists’ reviews about the city with no beach availability such as Madrid is less than such destinations as Barcelona and Valencia that enjoy this tourist attraction. The percentage of negative responses is slightly higher there. The ratings of top tourism destination by Russians are quite similar but Valencia is not in the top of cities visited by Russian tourists.

VII. LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH

Due to the fact that some tourism destination attracts people from different regions and countries, choosing the Russian tourism web sites can be considered as a limitation of the present study. The selection of tourism destination for analysis was made on the basis of tourists that reside in one of Russian regions and thus may not be relevant to all Russian tourists as the universe. The certain number of tourist destinations in Spain that were chosen for comparison may also turn into a limitation of research.

Nevertheless, these limitations do not contradict with the purpose of the research and may be overcome in the future research projects.

VIII. FUTURE RESEARCH AVENUES

Russia is an important market for many counties to attract tourists, especially for tourist destinations in EU. That is why their opinion may influence decision-making process in tourism oriented institutions. On the other hand, Spanish tourism destination management is interested to be appealing for people in other countries also. Therefore, we believe that one of the directions for future research can be the study of cross-cultural differences in the perception of tourism destinations attractiveness. The selection of countries and their respective nations for comparison will be based on the analysis of the inbound tourist flow to Spain.

Content analysis is one way of getting information about the perception of tourism destination attractiveness. Comparison of the results obtained by Internet resources with another way of gaining information about tourists’ perception and behavior (questionnaire, in-depth interview, focus group and etc.) may be a proper avenue for a future research.

Tourism destination attractiveness factors that we have analyzed in this research are directly related to certain destinations indicators, which can be measured in absolute numbers or related to other destinations. Comparison of he obtained results with the real statistics of the destinations using one-sample Levene’s T-test (price level, crime rate, representation on the web-sites and others) may be another research direction in the future.

IX. MANAGERIAL APPLICATIONS

Study results may have two areas of application. Firstly, there is some scientific outcome. It is concerned with the analysis of previous studies in the field of tourism destinations attractiveness and competitiveness, as well as with the demonstration of content analysis method utilization, which becomes a standard research tool in opinion data mining towards many research objects.

Secondly, there are some managerial applications. The results can be largely beneficial to Spanish National Tourism Organization that operates in Russia to promote a particular tourism destination with a great emphasis on those factors that are important to Russian tourists. Furthermore, results may be used by DMOs in those cities that are already analyzed as well as by other destinations. Results of the present study may also help to identify key areas for investments for local DMOs. It is highly important that emphasis should be given to the preservation of national identity of the region where the destination is located and also to its sustainable development. Following the globalization and the neighboring regions have negative effect to the development of a certain region, because...
it does not provide unforgettable and unique experience for the coming tourists.
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